This work introduces the space envelope, a shape model based upon a boundary description. Instead of modeling a single object (or solid), a space envelope encloses a volume of empty space. The advantage is that in any given view, there may be any number of objects, this number being di cult to determine from pixel-data alone. However, there is always one, and only one, volume of visible empty space. Once a model has been constructed de ning the space envelope, higher-order operations may be applied to reason about the scene's content. For instance, surface geometries and topology could yield insight into the number of visible objects. The enclosed empty volume may also be used for vision-based navigation (known free-space), while the surfaces are used for view correspondences.
Introduction
This paper considers the problem of automatic construction of a shape model from an image. Two example range images (in this work, the input is assumed to be a depth image) are shown in Figure 1 . The top-down constraints used to guide the model construction process depend upon the intended task and the representation scheme used. However, an assumption common to virtually all representations and visual tasks is that the interesting world consists of objects. This implies that the model construction process should yield object representations as output.
However, there are three limitations in the image ! object paradigm:
1. Objects are not encountered free-oating in isolation. Even when viewing an object under arti cially isolating conditions, such as on a turn-table or assembly line, the background surfaces (supporting surface, oor, walls, etc.) must be manually or heuristically removed (see, for instance, 9, 44] ). While such operations may be adequate for some applications, such as the reverse engineering of parts, they do not su ce for model construction in an unstructured environment.
2. The complete boundary of an object (or objects) is not visible in any single view. Various approaches have been proposed to overcome this problem. Multi-view data of an object may be isolated and combined before building a model (see, for instance, 12, 13, 35] ). Superquadric part models may be built from a single view by assuming object symmetry (see, for instance, 15, 37] ). An OPUS (Object Plus Unseen Space) model 22] is constructed from a single view by constraining the viewpoint to lie above the object and hypothesizing the extension of the support plane to enclose the unseen part of the object. A partial object model, consisting of disconnected (or \free-oating") edges and/or surface patches, may also be constructed from a single view (see, for instance, 41, 46] ). All of these techniques require simplifying heuristics, which again may not su ce for applications in unstructured environments.
range image (anvil) range image (kitchen) Figure 1 : Two example range images, grey-coded such that darker is closer to the viewpoint. The pixels of the single object (left image) are relatively easier to isolate than pixels of multiple objects (right image).
3. An image records information about observed empty space in addition to object and background surface details. In the image ! object paradigm, this information is lost.
The only available assumption is that free-space extends inde nitely, in every direction, beyond the enclosed object volume(s) or surface or edge patches. One exception to this rule may be found in the construction of voxel and occupancy grid representations, where the extent of observed free-space is also modeled.
We propose an alternative to attempting to directly build an object model from an input image. The perception of an image as a sampling of data points describing objects is ipped to a description of the boundaries of observed empty space. The visible surfaces, whether objects or background, become the entities which bound the sensed empty volume. At any surface discontinuity (jump edge) we may imagine an occlusion surface 22] which stretches across the discontinuity, along the line of sight, connecting the two visible surfaces (see Figure 2) . The boundaries to the eld-of-view of the sensor may also be modeled by occlusion planes, one for each of the four sides of the image. By de nition, occlusion surfaces are tangential to, and therefore not visible from, the sensor viewpoint. In order to view the modeled occlusion surfaces, the model must be displayed from a viewpoint di erent from the original sensor location (hence the two parts to Figure 2 ). Figure 3 shows how occlusion surfaces are used in conjunction with the visible surfaces to enclose a \solid" of empty space. The model is a planar boundary representation (b-rep) constructed from the anvil image data displayed in Figure 1 (which is the scene from the perspective of the sensor). For reference, the sensor is included in the gure. The same model is shown from three di erent perspectives. The real planes (any visible surfaces, including objects and background) are labeled with letters. The occlusion planes are labeled with numbers. Occlusion planes 8, 9 and 10 are three of the four boundaries to the eld of view of the sensor. We dub this representation a space envelope 1 . Because the \solid" space envelope model is not an intuitive model, and because the real detail of the model is best visualized from inside the model, space envelopes are di cult to present on paper. Figure 4 shows the space envelope for the kitchen image data displayed in Figure 1 , in three di erent manners (all from the same viewpoint, which is di erent from the original sensor location). In Figure 4 (a), the wireframe shows the complete space envelope. In Figure 4 (b), the \inside" of the space envelope is displayed as solid surfaces using hiddensurface removal. If the complete model was viewed in this manner from the same viewpoint, one would only see the four occlusion planes denoting the eld-of-view of the sensor. Thus in Figure 4 (b), these four occlusion planes have been omitted. In Figure 4 (c), only the real faces are displayed as disjoint (or \free-oating") surface patches; all occlusion faces have been omitted. Throughout this text, space envelope models will often be presented as displayed in Figure 4 (b), but we ask the reader's indulgence in interpreting these displays as the \solid" enclosures of empty space they are meant to represent.
Related Work
In the area of shape model construction, previous research has been primarily focused upon objects, probably due to the envisioned tasks for the constructed shapes. This has resulted in a number of modeling representations for objects, but very few for scenes. Table 1 contrasts the space envelope with other modeling representations. In this comparison, we only consider works that directly produce a physical 3D model. For instance, a symbolic description of a scene is computed in 14] in order to recognize objects. The symbolic description is stored in a surface adjacency graph, or SAG (see Section 4.2), which is also utilized in this work. However, there is no unique physical interpretation of a SAG, and not all SAGs translate into valid physical models (see Section 4).
The`object' column in Table 1 indicates that all these modeling schemes have been demonstrated upon images containing single, isolate-able objects, such as the anvil image in Figure 1 . The`scene' column indicates which modeling schemes have been demonstrated upon images containing unstructured groups of objects, that have not been arti cially isolated from any background or from each other, such as the kitchen image in Figure 1 . Previously proposed b-rep construction schemes 13, 35, 44] , including our own previous work on the OPUS b-rep 22], are not applicable to this type of image. Previously proposed mesh construction schemes 6, 9, 11, 20, 43] have not been demonstrated upon this type of image. Closed quadric representations 15, 28, 33, 37, 38, 42, 45] , including superquadrics and generalized cylinders, are not formulated to model individual surfaces, and so are not applicable to background surface modeling. To construct a space envelope, it does not matter how many objects are in view, nor how much of any object is seen, because the concept of \an object" is not used. The real surfaces in a space envelope may correspond to any number of foreground or background surfaces. The space envelope may be constructed from any given viewpoint. These principles are also true for disjoint surface patch models and occupancy grids.
The`vertices',`edges',`surfaces',`volume', and`topology' columns in Table 1 indicate which modeling schemes capture which types of geometric and relational data. Disjoint edges or surface patches have no de ned inter-relationships, and are usually characterized by gaps between patches, which prevent the enclosure of a volume. Previously proposed quadric representations 15, 28, 33, 37, 38, 42, 45] have no explicitly de ned relationships between individual parts. Occupancy grids may encode volume enclosures, but they do not explicitly describe any other higher level primitives.
The nal three columns of Table 1 ,`surface correspondences',`free-space', and`unknown space', relate which modeling schemes provide navigation-related properties. Surface primitives are more robust than edge and point primitives in performing motion estimation from correspondences 40]. Since occupancy grids do not utilize surface primitives, they are less robust for correspondence. In robot navigation, the modeling of known free-space is essential for path-planning and execution. With all representations other than occupancy grids and the space envelope, the only available assumption is that free-space extends inde nitely, in every direction, beyond the boundaries of the given model. Finally, a model may explicitly indicate where further sensing may be applied to uncover more knowledge about the environment. For instance, in an occupancy grid model, cells may be classi ed as unknown, thus indicating they have not been seen. In a space envelope model, occlusion planes mark the boundaries of observed-versus-unknown space, and so may be interpreted as explicit cues for viewpoint selection for further sensing. Occlusion planes are essentially physical, higher-level models of jump edges, which have been utilized in image-contour based approaches to active vision 29, 32] .
Summarizing Table 1 , we propose that the space envelope captures more information than any other single shape representation. The key idea is the modeling of an image as a volume of empty space, instead of directly as an object(s). This perceptual ip allows a single surface-based \solid" to be constructed from a more general image. Gibson noted that a human subject's perception of isolated stimuli failed to correlate to the subject's ability to perceive in practical settings 18]. He asserted \that there is literally no such thing as a perception of space without the perception of a continuous background surface" (page 6). We propose that the space envelope presents a possible answer to how the perception of a continuous background surface a ords the viewer a perception of space.
Model Applications
Shape models are useful for many tasks, including object recognition, robot navigation and grasping, reverse engineering and virtual reality. Two possible uses for the space envelope are presented here only for motivation for the representation, and are not further pursued in this paper. They are the topics of current and future work.
In this work a set of algorithms is presented to construct a planar surface boundary representation space envelope. Curved surfaces are avoided not only to make the implementation simpler, but also for motivational reasons. One immediate use envisioned for the space envelope is the segmentation of multiple objects in a single view. For instance, consider the space envelope presented in Figure 4 , constructed from the kitchen image data in Figure 1 . Topology patterns may o er clues to scene structure. For example, the surfaces of the chair on the left are topologically connected to the table only via occlusion planes. Concavity and convexity tests may also o er clues to scene structure. For example, the real and nearby occlusion surfaces of the chair on the right form a convexity (as viewed from inside the space envelope). These types of operations are not possible with traditional segmentation methods, which work on pixel-data, nor are they possible with previous b-rep methods, which are restricted to images containing single, already-isolated objects. These techniques may also be applied to scenes containing non-planar content. In this case, the goal is not to use the planar space envelope to accurately model the scene, but as an intermediary model to be used for object segmentation. Once pieces of the space envelope (and hence corresponding image data) have been separated, di erent curved object models may be applied to the image subsets.
Another immediate use envisioned for the space envelope is indoor mobile robot navigation. In a typical indoor setting, planar surfaces may accurately model large portions of the environment, including walls, ceilings and oors, doors, and many pieces of furniture. Motion estimates between views can be accomplished using only three (non coplanar) planar surfaces. We submit that the planar space envelope robustly captures this requirement in most cases. This one-to-one surface correspondence method for motion estimation is to be preferred to methods utilizing less robust matching primitives, such as voxels 1, 2, 3], edge primitives 46], or hand-input models of navigable space 26, 27] . Volume intersections may also be directly computed using a space envelope, to determine if a test volume resides completely in known free-space, is in collision with a real surface, intersects only occlusion surfaces, or is outside the space envelope. Such tests are essential for path-planning in an unstructured, unknown environment. As with the object segmentation task outlined above, these methods do not preclude the presence of non-planar scene content. So long as at least three planar surfaces may be found in each view, motion estimates may be made, and collision avoidance becomes an issue of planar modeling tolerance of non-planar data. Some 
Model Construction
In some modeling schemes, all possible description instances are valid. For instance, in an occupancy grid, every enumeration of every combination of full/empty/unknown for each cell, describes a physically realizable shape. For other modeling schemes, a description instance may be invalid, meaning it cannot describe a physically realizable shape. Figure 5 shows a drawing of an invalid boundary representation (adapted from 31]). Although the model topology is valid, the geometry is not. The intersections of the bottom surfaces of the b-rep with the top surface of the b-rep are not explicitly stored in the representation. Thus algorithms which compute surface area and volume will produce erroneous results for this b-rep.
During the construction of a b-rep, if model attributes are created by human directive, then human intuition can be used to avoid or correct invalidities. When model attributes are created by automation, some other mechanism must work to avoid or correct invalidities. As of this writing, an analytic solution to this problem has not been found. The paradigm behind our algorithms is to work to produce a valid b-rep, while altering the given geometry (initial image segmentation) as little as possible. This solution is necessarily heuristic in nature, so it is not guaranteed to always produce a valid model. It is however an improvement over previous methods, which ignore the possibility of invalidities.
B-rep Validity
The following de nition of polyhedron b-rep validity is adapted from ( 39] The b-reps constructed in this work are automatically checked to make sure they satisfy these criteria. In Section 5, constructed b-reps which are found to be invalid usually fail condition 8.
Data Structure
In this work the surface adjacency graph (SAG) data structure, sometimes called the region adjacency graph (RAG), is used during the construction of the space envelope. In order to explain our model construction methods, a review of this data structure is necessary. The SAG structure is a face-based method to store a b-rep. Figure 6 presents an example planar b-rep in Cartesian space, and its corresponding SAG. The Cartesian equation for each surface is stored in a node, along with a list of pointers to its neighboring nodes. This neighbor list is sorted clockwise (or counter-clockwise) as looking outward from the surface, and is visualized in Figure 6 similarly. An edge-link connects any two nodes whose surfaces share an edge, while a point-link connects any two nodes whose surfaces share only a vertex. A set of nodes in the SAG that comprise a vertex are termed vertex neighbors. Edge equations and vertex locations for the b-rep are stored indirectly in the SAG, and may be computed via the surface intersections implied by node connections. 
Methods
The creation of a SAG does not necessarily imply the creation of a valid model. Even if the topology is guaranteed to be valid, the symbolically implied edge equations and vertex locations may have geometric inconsistencies. The obvious case is a non-trihedral vertex, where four or more surface equations need to be constrained in order to guarantee a common point of intersection. One not-so-obvious case is when an edge-link is inadvertently omitted in the SAG, resulting in one set of vertex neighbors that should actually comprise two vertices. In this case a simple re tting or geometry tuning strategy is inappropriate. These two SAG construction problems, as well as several others, were described in 21, 22] . In these works a formulation was described for overcoming these problems, which we have since extended and reformulated into the model construction paradigm presented herein. It consists of three steps:
1. Segment the range image into regions which correspond to surface patches, computing surface equations for each region. An example segmentation is shown in Figure 7 , left. Each region generates a node in the SAG. 2. Discover the set of relationships (crease edge, jump edge, point, none) between neighboring regions. Crease edges generate edge-links. Point boundaries generate pointlinks. Jump edges denote occlusion planes, which generate a node for the occlusion plane and edge-links between the occlusion plane's node and the two regions' nodes. An example SAG is shown in Figure 7 , right.
3. Examine the SAG to determine if it de nes a valid b-rep. If it does not, attempt to adjust the SAG (minimally) until it does. An example valid b-rep is shown in Figure 3 .
For the rst step, we rely upon no particular segmentation algorithm, so long as it produces (for this work) reasonable planar patch segmentations. As is further discussed in Section 5, we ran experiments using segmentations produced by six di erent sources. The algorithms which implement steps two and three are depicted at a high level in Figure 8 . The branches from the main processing stream depict attempts by the algorithms to adjust the SAG when it describes an invalid b-rep. The purpose of the Finishing algorithm is to take as input any reasonable planar patch segmentation and produce as output a completely labeled image suitable for region tracing. Constructing the surface adjacency graph is done in two stages. In stage one, region tracing is used to discover crease and jump edge boundaries between regions. Typing a boundary as a jump edge correspondingly generates an occlusion plane with two edge-links (one with each real plane on either side of the jump edge). In stage two, the Pie algorithm nds any point-links, and also edge-links between occlusion planes. This two stage method is robust in that region tracing is only needed to extract edge boundaries between regions; point boundaries are discovered using a graph algorithm that works on the results of the rst stage. The purpose of the join algorithm is to merge together any pair of edge-linked nodes whose geometries are nearly coplanar, to avoid the numerical instability of the inferred geometric edge.
The purpose of the Glue algorithm is to take in a complete SAG (topology and geometry) and adjust it, as necessary, to produce a valid b-rep. The fundamental action is to apply a glue patch to every set of vertex neighbors in the SAG. A glue patch consists of a set of nodes equal to the number of nodes in the vertex neighbors. The nodes are generated inside the edge-linked circular loop of vertex neighbors, with arti cial geometries which intersect at a single Cartesian point, as illustrated in Figure 9 . The end result is a set of triangular facets which \glues" together the vertex neighbors in a constrained neighborhood. The shape and consistency of the glue patch are examined to determine if various corrective measures need to be taken. If the location of an`un-glued' vertex agrees with the neighborhood established by a glue patch, then the patch is discarded in favor of the exact vertex. In other words, if the topology and geometry of the original SAG are whole and consistent, then the glue algorithm will have no e ect. In modifying a SAG to enforce b-rep validity, we have identi ed six operations which may be performed upon the SAG:
1. Apply a \glue patch" to a set of vertex neighbors to force the closure of that portion of the model in an image-de ned neighborhood. This process adds extra nodes (glue surfaces) and links within the circle of vertex neighbors, essentially keeping the original SAG structure.
2. Delete a node (surface) that has less than 3 edge-links. A planar face requires at least 3 edges to be bounded.
3. Add a node (surface) where the segmentation of the image-space leaves a substantial gap of unlabeled pixels.
4. Join two nodes (surfaces) whose geometries are similar into one node.
5. Collapse an edge-link to a point-link when a set of vertex neighbor edge segments cannot be physically realized (using a glue patch) without extraneous intersections. This in e ect combines two sets of vertex neighbors.
6. Expand a point-link to an edge-link when a glue-patch's size is large or its shape is non-uniform. This in e ect splits a set of vertex neighbors into two sets. Figure 8 illustrates where each of these actions may be taken during the construction of the SAG. The gluing operation is executed exclusively within the glue algorithm, and so is not illustrated as a branch like the other actions in the gure. The details of each of the algorithms and SAG-adjusting actions is presented in Appendix A for the interested reader.
Experiments
Before describing our experiments in detail, we establish the basis behind our methods. A summary of recent journal publications in model building may be found in Table 2 . We wish to make three points in reference to the literature. First, most of the listed works present experimental results on a relatively small number of images. We assert that a much larger body of experiments is essential to demonstrate the e ectiveness of an approach and its related algorithms. For instance, the selection of appropriate parameters can often make some di culties disappear for a few images. This is obviously not satisfactory if the techniques are to be implemented in working applications. In this spirit, we present experiments on over 400 images, containing a wide variety of objects, backgrounds, and viewpoints.
Second, in most of these works results were presented on data aquired using only one type of camera, except for in 30, 44] , in which experiments using two di erent cameras were presented. Also, all the low-level processing (such as segmentation, edge detection, etc.) is closely tied into the overall process. We assert that this may be misleading: How is one to know if some critical piece of the model building process relies upon some aspect of a particular low-level algorithm, or upon a particular sensor? In this work, we present experiments conducted on over 400 images captured using four di erent range cameras. Our model building process is completely separated from any particular segmenter. test this independence, we present and compare the models produced from 80 images using segmentations from six di erent sources.
The third point we wish to make in reference to Table 2 is the state of the art in model evaluation. In 6, 20, 34, 3] , some form of residual between the original data and the constructed model was presented as a quantitative evaluation measure. In 15], a re-projection of the constructed model into a new range image was illustrated side-by-side against the original range image. In 13], the edge lengths of the constructed b-rep were compared against the known edge lengths of the original models. In 27], the position estimates generated by the method were compared against measured ground truth positions. All other methods relied solely upon visual presentation as a method of evaluation of the constructed models. Each of these evaluation methods only partially does justice to the question of \model goodness".
When evaluating b-rep models, especially those constructed from planar data, one might expect the evaluation process to be straightforward. For instance, areas and edge lengths might be compared. The problem is that this is only directly possible if the topologies of the models being compared are exactly the same. Figure 10 shows two examples. If one imagines the model on the left to be the original (ground truth), then how may the model in the middle (constructed from over-segmentation) or the model on the right (constructed from under-segmentation) be evaluated? Conversely, if the topologies of the models are exactly the same, then usually the geometric di erences between the real object and the constructed model are minor. We do not present a solution to the model evaluation problem in this paper, but we wish to note (in relation to Table 2 ) that model evaluation, in any representation, remains a di cult and open issue.
Images
The images used for experimentation in this work are summarized in Table 3 . The seven image sets are organized in order of expected di culty in constructing planar b-rep space envelopes. Over 400 images were tested. The images were taken from four di erent range cameras, two of the laser radar variety (built by Odetics and Perceptron) and two of the structured light variety (built by ABW and K2T). The input segmentations for sets I, II, V and VI were produced using the USF segmenter 23]. For sets III and IV, the segmentation results were produced by hand (for ground truth) and by four di erent algorithms (UB, UE, USF and WSU), as described in 23]. All of these segmentations are publicly available at http://marathon.csee.usf.edu/range/seg-comp/ SegComp.html. All ve of these segmentations were processed as separate inputs to the model building algorithms, to test the independence of the algorithms from any particular segmentation algorithm. The input segmentations for set VII were produced using the YAR segmenter 24]. The images in sets IV and VII contain shadow pixels, an artifact of data acquired by a triangulation-based range camera. The images in set VI contain wrap-around pixels, an artifact of data acquired by a laser-radar-based range camera. Details on shadow and wrap-around pixels may be found in 24]. The complex backgrounds of the images in sets V and VI consist of typical lab clutter, including open and closed bookcases, tools and chests, tables and chairs, duct-work (hanging from the ceiling), electrical cords, etc. The images in set VII were taken to explore scale-space model building (see 25]). The various motion sequences were taken to explore recovering motion estimates from the constructed space envelopes (see 24]). The segmentation of single objects from their backgrounds is intended as future work for the space envelopes constructed from sets I, II and V, while the segmentation of multiple objects from each other (as well as the background) is intended as future work for the space envelopes constructed from sets III, IV and VII. Some example range and intensity (or re ectance) images for the Perceptron, ABW, Odetics, and K2T cameras are shown in Figures 11, 12 , 13 and 14, respectively. All 443 of these range images may be viewed and downloaded via http://marathon.csee.usf.edu/range/DataBase.html.
Failure Points of Algorithms
Every image processed did not produce a valid b-rep space envelope. There are three types of failures. First, sometimes the algorithms produce a b-rep that is invalid. Although the topology produced is always valid, sometimes the geometry describes extraneous surface or edge intersections, as discussed in Section 4.1. The second failure occurs when the ow of processing results in the attempted deletion of one of the four occlusion planes which bound the eld-of-view. Since this is obviously impossible, the algorithms halt (this is referred to in the tables as delete-halt). The third failure occurs when the ow of processing results in a SAG which contains a surface alignment which cannot be represented in the SAG data structure. Figure 15 illustrates an example. In this case surface A borders itself on a point 2 . Operations which use this link to locate the relevant portion of the SAG are ambiguous, because the direction of a link operation is established by the identity of the nodes. For instance, looking for A's counterclockwise link from A's link to A could mean A's link to B (from one perspective) or A's link to E (from the opposite perspective). If such an arrangement in the SAG is produced, the algorithms halt (this is referred to in the tables as alignment-halt). Note that this is not the same as when two di erent surfaces have more than one link, as A and E do in the example. In this case, there are two links, which may be distinguished by di erent addresses or tags.
Results on Di erent Image Type and Content
There are thirteen control parameters for the algorithms described in Appendix A. A study into the relevance of the selection of values for these parameters is presented in 25]. This study revealed several interesting issues, including a correlation between the \scale" of the constructed model (number and sizes of surfaces) and the parameter values. Here Table 5 presents the results of building planar b-rep space envelopes from the images described in Table 3 , using the parameter and threshold values indicated in Table 4 . The input segmentations for set VII were produced by the YAR segmenter, all others were produced by the USF segmenter. For scenes containing single polyhedrons and planar backgrounds (sets Figure 16 : \Inside" the models constructed from images in Figure 11 .
I and II), the algorithms produced 138 141 = 98% valid models. For scenes containing multiple polyhedrons and planar backgrounds (sets III and IV), the algorithms produced 70 80 = 88% valid models. For scenes with some amount of complex (non-planar) content (sets V and VI), the algorithms produced 167 182 = 92% valid models. For scenes containing curved objects (set VII), the algorithms produced 32 40 = 80% valid models. These results suggest, at least for the goal of obtaining a valid model, that the algorithms perform similarly in the presence of multiple, single, or no foreground objects, in the presence of complex and curved surfaces, and in processing images captured using di erent instances and types of range cameras. Figures 16-19 show the space envelopes constructed from the images presented in Figures 11-14 . The occlusion planes denoting the bounds to the eld of view of the sensor have been omitted in the display of the space envelopes, for easier visualization. Real planes are shaded with light shades of grey, while occlusion and glue planes are shaded with dark shades of grey. Table 6 presents the results of building planar b-rep space envelopes from image sets III and IV, using each of the ve available segmentations as input, with the parameters and thresholds listed in Table 5 . This table suggests two interesting conclusions. First, the algorithms produced similar results for all of the input segmentations. This suggests, at Table 6 : The results on image sets III and IV for each of the ve input segmentations. image sets I II III IV V VI VII GT seg --39 27 ---UB seg --39 39 ---UE seg --36 27 ---USF seg 2 2 45 27 2 4 -WSU seg --43 63 ---YAR seg ------52 Table 7 : Average processing times, per image, for each image set using each input segmentation. All times are in seconds.
Results on Di erent Input Segmentations
least for the goal of obtaining a valid model, that the algorithms are independent of the segmentation process used. Second, the algorithms produced similar results for image sets III and IV. The scenes imaged in these sets are similar, yet they were imaged by di erent cameras. This suggests, at least for the goal of obtaining a valid model, that the algorithms work equally well in the presence of both lasar radar and structured light type range data. For all ten output model sets ( ve input segmentations for each of the two image sets), the algorithms produced valid models for between 83% and 93% of the images. Table 7 presents the average times the algorithms took to complete processing a single image from each set, for each input segmentation. All times are in seconds. All processing was done on a Sun UltraSPARC 170 workstation running the Solaris operating system. The code is written in C and was compiled using maximum optimization (-O4) with the gnu C (gcc) compiler. All the code, range images and input segmentations are available at http://marathon.csee.usf.edu/range/model-building/SpaceEnv.html. The site also contains selections of the reconstructed space envelopes in VRML format, suitable for interactive 3D viewing.
Assessing the Results
The experiments conducted produced 687 763 = 90% valid models from images taken using four di erent range cameras, using segmentations from six di erent sources, of scenes containing single and multiple polyhedra, planar and complex backgrounds, and single and multiple curved objects. We believe that this amount of experimentation greatly decreases the possibility of avoiding invalidities merely by the ne adjustment of algorithm parameters. We assert that this experimental strategy is necessary in order to justify a technique's introduction into real working applications. Although these results suggest our technique is not ready for commercial development, we believe that the reporting of a 90% successful technique on 400+ images makes further progress towards that end, than does the reporting of a 100% successful technique on approximately 10 images.
Discussion
This work introduced the space envelope representation. We propose that the space envelope captures more information than any other single shape modeling representation. The key idea is the modeling of an image as a volume of empty space, instead of directly as an object(s). This perceptual ip allows a single surface-based \solid" to be constructed from any general image.
A method for constructing a planar b-rep space envelope from a range image was presented. This method assumes that perfect geometries and topologies are not guaranteed, yet attempts to construct a valid b-rep model in any case. The system was tested on over 400 real images taken using four di erent range cameras of two di erent types, taking as input segmentations produced by six di erent sources. We believe that this breadth and depth of experimentation is an appropriate step towards automated modeling, in order to justify the technique's introduction into real applications.
There are several directions for future work. Two applications envisioned for the space envelope are motion estimation of a moving robot in an indoor environment, and object segmentation. Another potential application is object recognition in a cluttered environment. Finally, quantitative model evaluation (in any representation) remains a di cult and open issue.
A Algorithms
The basis and framework for our algorithms is described in Section 4.3; here the details are given. The algorithms require as input a range image, a planar patch segmentation, and values for thirteen control parameters: MinRegionPixels, Compactness, IncidentAngle, MaxPointDist, MaxPerpDist, MinEdgeLength, MinEdgeAngle, LowEdgeDist, HighEdgeDist, JoinAngThresh, MinGlueDistance, ShortGlueEdge and LongGlueEdge. The range image is assumed to be in Cartesian format (X, Y, Z), with the location of the focal point of the camera known. The parameters are explained fully in the following sections on their relevant algorithms. Throughout this appendix, the terms four-and eight-connected are applied to pixels to describe standard spatial pixel adjacencies. In terms of a segmentation, the terms specify how pixels with the same region label may be spatially grouped.
A.1 Finishing
The purpose of the Finishing algorithm is to take as input any reasonable planar patch segmentation and produce as output a completely labeled image suitable for region tracing. The input segmentation may contain pixels labeled as noise, shadow (an artifact of data acquired using a triangulation-based range camera), wrap-around (an artifact of data acquired using a laser-radar-based range camera), or pixels which have no region label, in addition to the pixels labeled as real regions. The input parameters are MinRegionPixels, Compactness, IncidentAngle, MaxPointDist and MaxPerpDist. The output is a four-connected segmentation in which every pixel is labeled as belonging to some real region.
There are eight steps in this algorithm: 1. As there are no restrictions placed upon the input segmentation, the rst three tests are designed to weed out regions which are unlikely to be validly realizable in 3D.
(a) Discard any region with less than MinRegionPixels pixels.
(b) Find the vector which passes through the focal point of the range camera (which is the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system) and the centroid of the region (the Cartesian point at the given row and column in the range image). Fit a plane equation to the set of points in the region. The angle between the centroid vector and the planar normal is called the incident angle, and describes how \turned" the surface is to the viewer. Discard any region whose incident angle is greater than IncidentAngle. (c) Let B be the percentage of the region's pixels which are on the four-connected border. Let S be the ratio of the region's size (in pixels) to MinRegionPixels.
Discard any region such that (1 ? B)S < Compactness. This measure discards non-compact regions (where a circular region is optimally compact), but with an increased tolerance as the region size grows. This is done because small, noncompact regions tend to be unreliable when tting surfaces, and when nding their topology. 2. Convert the segmentation to a four-connected version, by keeping only the largest four-connected sub-region of each label. If the original segmentation was already fourconnected, this step does nothing. After this step, any use of the words border or region or area implies four-connected relationships. 3. Label any area of wrap-around pixels whose size is greater than or equal to MinRegionPixels as a new real region. If the size of the area is less than MinRegionPixels, the pixels are unlabeled but marked as not process-able for step 5. Any shadow pixels or noise pixels are also unlabeled. Shadow pixels are marked as not process-able for step 5. After this step the segmentation only contains pixels labeled as belonging to real regions and unlabeled pixels. 4. Any unlabeled area of pixels whose size is less than MinRegionPixels, and whose border is surrounded by only one real region, is lled in with that real region's label. This step removes speckle.
5. Recursively check any unlabeled pixels bordering a real region. Compute the distance between the unlabeled and neighboring labeled pixels' Cartesian locations. Compute the distance between the unlabeled pixel's Cartesian location and the plane equation(s) of the neighboring region(s). If the closest plane equation is within MaxPerpDist range units, and the neighboring labeled pixel is within MaxPointDist range units, then the unlabeled pixel receives the neighboring label. This step lls out the borders of regions, but leaves gaps of unlabeled pixels wherever the given set of regions does not geometrically well-describe what was imaged. 6.
Step 3 is repeated, but any area of unlabeled pixels whose size is greater than or equal to MinRegionPixels is seeded with a new real region label. The seeding rst labels the entire area, then recursively shrinks the border until MinRegionPixels size is attained (preserving four-connectedness). At this point the branch add real plane in Figure 8 is taken. The new region is subsequently treated exactly the same as regions from the original segmentation. Because of the cyclical nature of the algorithmic ow depicted in Figure 8 , each pixel is allowed to create a new region only once. 7. Unlabel the borders of every real region two pixels deep (preserving four-connectedness), but not allowing any region to shrink below MinRegionPixels size. This step removes jaggedness in the borders. 8. Recursively label any unlabeled pixels bordering a real region. The unlabeled pixel receives the label of the real region with the most four-connections. Eight-connections are used as a tie-breaker. If the original segmentation contained shadow pixels, this step is done twice. During the rst pass, shadow pixels marked as non-bleed pixels (see 24]) are not allowed to receive labels. They are labeled in the second pass. The result of this step is a completely labeled image. The segmenters used to generate input segmentations for this work produce images that are for the most part labeled. Given that the number of unlabeled pixels is far less than the number of labeled pixels, steps 5 and 8 run much faster if coded using layered indices. That is, instead of processing every pixel in the image in each iteration, the image indices of every unlabeled pixel are stored in a second array which is instead processed each iteration.
A.2 Region Tracing
The region tracing is based on Pavlidis' TRACER algorithm 36]. There are four input parameters: MinEdgeLength, MinEdgeAngle, LowEdgeDist and HighEdgeDist. The image being traced is assumed to consist solely of four-connected regions. Relationships between regions are established at the pixel-side level (also known as the crack edges 5]), as opposed to the pixel level, to ensure the same response from both sides of the boundary. For example, consider a region of a single pixel surrounded by another region. The boundary between the regions consists of four pixel-sides, although there is only one pixel on one side of the boundary and four pixels on the other side.
The tracing of each region begins by nding the rst top-down left-right pixel in the region. The TRACER algorithm is used to travel the boundary of the region. Each pair of boundary pixels (one on each side of the pixel-edge) is examined to determine if it lies on The TRACER algorithm is then used to traverse the boundary both clockwise and counter-clockwise, computing the average distances as above. A hysteresis thresholding is applied by only requiring the distances (after the starting point has been established) to be greater than LowEdgeDist for a candidate jump edge, or less than HighEdgeDist for a candidate crease edge. The extent of the chain of pixel-sides is established, either by failing the distance test or by changing labels on the opposite side of the boundary. If the chain is a candidate crease edge relationship, and is at least MinEdgeLength pixel-sides in length, then an edge-link is generated in the SAG between the two regions on either side of the boundary. Attached to the edge-link are the pixel locations of the endpoints of the boundary chain. These are used throughout the algorithms and will subsequently be referred to as the edge-link endpixels.
If the chain is a candidate jump edge relationship, then it may comprise more than one jump edge. This is determined by applying the Iterative Endpoint Fit and Split algorithm ( 19] , page 563). This algorithm iteratively divides the chain at the pixel which makes the smallest angle between the pixel-to-chain-endpixel vectors, so long as the angle is less than MinEdgeAngle and both sides of the chain are still at least MinEdgeLength pixel-sides in length. Each piece of the chain then generates an occlusion plane and edge-links in the SAG between the occlusion plane and the real planes on both sides of the jump edge boundary. The occlusion plane's geometry is calculated from the focal point of the range camera (origin) and the two Cartesian points of the endpixels. The endpixels are also attached to the occlusion plane's edge-links. Once the status of a candidate edge relationship is determined (crease edge, jump edge(s), or neither), region tracing resumes at the end of the just-nished chain. The tracing of each region ends upon returning to the starting point. The neighbor lists for each region (node) are ordered clockwise as they are discovered during region tracing. Multiple edge-links between two real planes (nodes) are distinguished with secondary tags. Inner loops (holes within the region containing other regions) are discovered by searching for boundary pixels not traversed during the trace of the outer border of the region. Each inner loop is traced in the opposite direction to its outer loop, and generates an additional edge-link list for the region (node).
Upon the completion of this process, if a real plane is discovered to have less than three edge-links, then its pixels in the original raw segmentation are unlabeled and the branch delete real plane in Figure 8 is taken. A separate copy of the working SAG is made, called the edge-only SAG. In the event of a branch in processing back to this point, the edge-only SAG is copied back into the working SAG before any SAG adjusting action is taken.
A.3 Pie Algorithm
The Pie algorithm is a graph algorithm that discovers point-links between nodes by traversing an encircling set of edge-links. For example, in Figure 21 , assume that all of the nodes (regions) and edge-links are given. The Pie algorithm works as follows: Consider A and its edge with B. Find A's next edge neighbor, clockwise of B (it is with E). Iterating, E's next edge neighbor, clockwise of A, is with D. After three more iterations this process returns to A, at which point a loop of edge-links has been traversed. From this the point-links can be deduced (A neighbors C and D at a point, etc.).
The Pie algorithm is applied in two passes to the partial SAG produced by region tracing. During the rst pass, only edge-links between two occlusion planes are generated. Each consecutive pair of edge-links in each real plane's neighbor list(s) is processed by the Pie algorithm, generating a list of vertex neighbors. If there are fewer than two occlusion planes in the vertex neighbors, nothing further is done. Otherwise, for each occlusion plane, there is an endpixel associated with the pie. A ray is calculated from the focal point of the camera through the range point at the endpixel. The intersection of this ray with each of the occlusion plane's two edge-linked real planes yields a 3D line segment, called the extent of the occlusion plane in the pie.
The overlaps (in terms of ray distances) of all the extents of all the occlusion planes in the vertex neighbors are sorted, largest to smallest. If possible, edge-links are generated between each overlapping pair of occlusion planes in the sorted order. Each generation of an edge-link e ectively splits the set of vertex neighbors into two sets. The split is possible so long as each resulting subset still contains at least one real plane. This is because no vertex can be geometrically described by occlusion planes alone (since they all intersect at the focal point of the range camera).
In the second pass of the Pie algorithm, both real and occlusion planes are processed. All point-links are deduced and generated in the SAG, as outlined in the example in Figure 21 . Upon the completion of this process, if an occlusion plane is discovered to have less than three edge-links, it is deleted from the edge-only SAG (the node and its links), and the branch delete occlusion plane in Figure 8 is taken. The deletion of an occlusion plane node's edge-links may reduce the number of edge-links of a real plane node to less than three. Thus upon deletion of an occlusion plane node there is another check for unbounded real plane nodes, and the possible branch delete real plane in Figure 8 .
A.4 Join Algorithm
The purpose of the join algorithm is to merge together any pair of edge-linked nodes whose geometries are nearly coplanar, to avoid the numerical instability of the inferred geometric edge. However, many segmentation algorithms follow a similar procedure by merging neighboring regions with similar geometries. Therefore, we abstain from taking any joining action upon the real plane nodes, instead relegating that prerogative to the segmentation process. Further, in a bigger context, there is the potential to delay the question (Is there one actual surface in the scene and we have over-segmented, or are there actually two surfaces?) until further images have been acquired, so long as we can construct a valid b-rep.
Nevertheless, there exists the potential for two edge-linked occlusion plane nodes whose geometries are nearly coplanar. This algorithm acts upon any two edge-linked occlusion plane nodes whose 3D angular di erence in normals is less than the input parameter JoinAngThresh. Two di erent actions may be taken, depending upon the 2D angle between the two occlusion planes' endpixel segments. The 2D angle is established by nding the closest two endpixels (one from each occlusion plane), and taking the average. The opposite endpixel of each segment, together with the average, yields two vectors. If the 2D angle between these vectors is greater than ninety degrees, then the occlusion plane nodes are joined. Otherwise, the edge-link between the nodes is collapsed to a point-link. In either case, the branch join nodes or collapse edge-link in Figure 8 is taken. A separate copy of the working SAG is made, called the pre-glued SAG. In the event of a branch in processing back to this point, the pre-glued SAG is copied back into the working SAG before any SAG adjusting action is taken.
A.5 Glue Algorithm
The purpose and premise of the Glue algorithm is described in Section 4.3. Figure 9 is reprinted in Figure 22 with some accompanying terminology, for clarity in the following discussion. Besides the input SAG, the glue algorithm takes as input values for the three parameters MinGlueDistance, ShortGlueEdge and LongGlueEdge. Let glue patch. The second and third steps locate the vertices of the glue patch. The fourth, fth and sixth steps examine the patch for invalidities (edge crossings), taking various corrective actions when necessary. The seventh step computes the nal geometry and topology of the glue patch. The details are as follows:
1. The Cartesian neighborhood of the vertex neighbors is established in the form of the glue center vertex. The average of the endpixels at the ends of the edge-links in the pie of vertex neighbors is found, as illustrated in Figure 23 (a). The range point at this pixel location, together with the focal point of the camera, yields a ray. This ray is intersected with the real planes in the vertex neighbors, yielding a collinear set of 3D points, as in Figure 23 (b). The average of these points yields the glue center vertex. 2. The opposite-end vertex of each incoming edge of the vertex neighbors is found (see Figures 9 and 24 for clear illustration of the terminology). If the set of vertex neighbors at the opposite end of an edge has already been glued, then the point is found directly. Otherwise, the approach outlined in step 1 is applied to the vertex neighbors at the opposite end of the edge, taking the closest point on the edge to the result as the opposite-end vertex. The distance criteria applied to a glue patch.
3. Each vertex on the outside of the patch is solved for as the closest point on the incoming edge to the glue center point. The vertex is then moved along its incoming edge towards its opposite-end vertex to satisfy four distance criteria, as illustrated in Figure If there are no intersections, and the point intersection of the three nodes' geometries is within ShortGlueEdge range units of the glue center vertex, then the glue patch is discarded. Processing continues with the next set of vertex neighbors. 7. A set of glue plane nodes is generated. The geometry of each node is calculated from the glue center vertex and the two endpoints of the outer-patch edge. The topology of each node consists of links like those illustrated in Figure 9 . The topology of each of the vertex neighbors is updated by replacing any point-links with three links (one edge and two point) to the glue plane nodes (again, see Figure 9 ). The collapse of an edge-link may reduce the number of edge-links of a node to less than three. Thus upon the collapse of an edge-link in the pre-glued SAG, there is another check for unbounded nodes, and the possible branches delete real plane or delete occlusion plane in Figure 8 . As a nal safeguard to in nite iteration, only 100 link operations are allowed on the pre-glued SAG. However, if a branch in processing occurs back to the raw segmentation or to the edge-only SAG, then both the link operation count and the edge-link collapse queue are cleared.
